realize vaguely that we are nearing examinations—to hope back comfortably knowing that they are, after all, still two whole months away. If we will but take the trouble to project ourselves temporarily, we will provide ourselves with incentive to buckle down to work.

—The McGill Daily

OPEN FORUM

In opening its columns to letters addressed to the Editor, THE TECH does not guarantee publication nor does it necessarily endorse the opinions expressed. Only signed commentaries will be considered. However, if the writer desires, only the initiative will appear on publication.

To the Editor of The Tech:

I want to take this section to thank you and The Tech for the complimentary subscription to the paper which you have as kindly sent to my office during the year. In my work as the intercollegiate secretary of the college Christian organizations, it is a great help to me to have numbers of these college papers coming across my desk during the week. It gives me immediate touch with the various campuses which is immensely useful to me in my work. Let me say again how much I appreciate your courtesy and generosity in granting me this authorization.

I have just finished reading your editorial on the student strike entitled, "High Altom Wrong Methods." I want to congratulate you on the attitude you take.

As an observer in the strike I share your analysis of the situation and feel that you have expressed it clearly and effectively.

I feel that one way of bringing this question of war before the students is through mass student enterprise as the strike was attempting to become. I understand that if the student committees had played its cards properly, the demonstration could have been sponsored by the Institution and carried off in a dignified and effective form. I should like to make the definite suggestion to you that The Tech along with other regular student organizations in the Institute such as the Institute Committee, the V.C.A., etc., should endeavor to sponsor the strike this year and take the leadership in organizing it. The Tech would most effectively create an intelligent peace sentiment among students across the seas, around the world.

—M. W. J. KITCHEN, Secretary of the New England Student Committee

Reviews and Previews

METROPOLITAN

Early Values and his Connecticut Yankee in person present a review of a variety entertainment created himself and of the same caliber as his weekly radio broadcasts.

"Abide with Me" has Frank and Ben Berliner has the native Jewish humor of the body kinship of an entire orchestra, (the fiddle), combining melody and comedy in the story of an ex-con who along a conman with the aid of his friends and the girl he loves.

LOOK'S STATE

Georgia Arts! "Cardinal Bishops" is his first American production about "The House of Rothschild" and again features that capable person in the dramatic interpretation of the contrasts between Church and State for the first time in the twentieth century.

KIDS MEMORIAL

"Star of Midnight" is a murder mystery thriller with William Powell, a sophisticated, debonair society man, and brilliant attorney, as the "Rohmers" and Ginger Rogers as his "Wetnus." It is based on the novel of the same name by Arthur Somers Roche.

RKO BOSTON

"Hello Paris," the Polans Bergers receive from Paris is being held over for a second week. This reviewer was not disappointed with the superior quality of the entertainment. Being of French origin, it is naturally devoid of vileness, but fast attracts not one bit from its entertaining value.

LOEW'S OPIUM

Bianche Callaway, sister of the famous Carol Channing is one of the stars of this exciting and from Harvard: Alden B. Grenier, Phillips C. Davis, Arnold A. Rother, and Werner H. Schacht, all of the class of 1936, from Tufts: Paul Robinson, VA and Louis H. Robinson, all of the class of 1935.

With The American College Editor

YEARS OF DOUBT

He came to the University wide-eyed and decent. The world seemed to be his oyster. His ideals were the highest; his ambitions devoid of any malice. He regarded the future eagerly, ready to take life in his stride. The world seemed to be his for the asking. His ideals and unselfish ambition, America can hope for psychologists say, and in them see what are really the concerns the student now. With a rueful glance at our above the clouds, above the mountains of what advances in science, engineering, and education are being made within our walls. Every individual is restricted to University life alone. Every individual offers visitors to the Institute some knowledge of what advances in science, engineering, and education are being made within our walls. Every individual enters the nunneries. It has also been said that the offing, it is time for every student to familiarize himself with the most interesting affairs within the Institute and of the various classes, and they will do well to take advantage of the opportunity of getting a com-

I'm your best friend

I am your Lucky Strike